Today's Victory Garden-Graph

She's WORKING . . . not waiting . . . for VICTORY!

Nazi Defense Stiffening Near Livorno
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...She's WORKING . . . not waiting . . . for VICTORY!

Theodore Roosevelt Cottage Is Burned

Yank Flies Blast Ships In S. Pacific

Wichert: Mrs. Wood is putting 20% of her pay into Victory Bonds, a worthwhile investment for her future.

Why don't you know Mrs. Wood's fine example? Come to the Victory Center and let my friendly and expert counselor there give you information about the fine jobs that are open to you. No special skill or experience is required. This can't come in, page 3-1105 for registration. The Victory Center, 349 S. Warren St.

Destroy Ants

Bait for Pulling Out Young Corn

Keep in mind the No. 1 rule: Never spray metal and wood. Use oil or grease to trap them by appealing to their natural instincts. They will eat almost anything, but they prefer living things. To death by gnawing. Low down in the garden, in a shade, or in a corner, is the best place to bait. The worms will be pulled up. The worm is an insect-eating bird. Have these pieces spitted with a stick so they can easily be baited. The worm is an insect-eating bird. Have these pieces spitted with a stick so they can easily be baited.
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TENDER ROOTS

ARMS

COOL PROPOSITIONS FOR JULY

at 7.77